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Pin & Rose Supplies
Opt

Item

#

Price

Gold Embossing Powder

109129

4.75

Heat Tool

129053

29.95

Silicone Craft Sheet

127853

5.95

Buttons & Blossoms Simply Pressed Molds

131272

7.95

Big Shot Machine

113439

99.95

Hearts Collection Framelits (6)

125599

26.95

Liquid Glue

110755

3.95

Glue Dots (300)

103683

4.95

Stampin’ Sanding System

129367

3.95

x

Small Heart Punch

117193

5.95

x

Champagne Glimmer Paper (2)

127885

4.95

x

Gold Foil Sheets (2)

132622

3.95

x

Baked Brown Sugar 3/8" Ruffle Stretch Trim

130022

8.95

x

Naturals Designer Buttons (24)

127554

4.95

x

Very Vintage Designer Buttons (24)

129327

5.95

x

Vintage Faceted Designer Buttons (24)

127555

5.95

x

Brights Designer Buttons (72)

130028

7.95

x

Basic Pearls (150)

119247

4.95

x

Large Pearls (40)

125577

4.95

How to Make the Metallic Roses
I hope that you watched the video. If not, here’s how you make the roses.
!
!
!
!
!

Get an old spoon and an oven glove in case the handle gets hot.
Scoop up some metallic embossing powder (like gold or silver but you could try others).
Melt the embossing powder by heating with the heat tool from UNDERNEATH the spoon.
When the powder has liquified, pour into the rubber mold.
To make a flatter back to your rose - Before the liquid has cooled completely, press the
silicone mat against the back.
! You should be able to pop out your rose in 5 minutes, but I would not work with it until it
is completely cooled.
! Save your spoon for more roses.

How to Make the Pin
1 Start by making your Metallic Roses. Have them cooling
while you decide your collection of coordinating buttons,
brads, ribbons, sturdy paper or card stock.
2 You may wish to lay out the pattern of your
embellishments, but I put mine together from the selected
accessories as I went along.

3 Cut piece of chipboard (or use the cardboard from a
Designer Series Paper [DSP] package) in a heart shape using
the 3rd smallest heart from the Framelits. You will need to
run through the machine more than once. We used a
thicker chipboard and needed to run through the machine
more than once.
3.01 OPTIONAL: Cut a piece of card stock or DSP in a
coordinating color. Attach to chipboard shape with Liquid
Glue and sand edges.
4 Apply line of Liquid Glue around edge of heart. Apply Ribbon carefully. We used a small Glue
Dot at the bottom of the heart to hold the fold of the ribbon flatter and in place.
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5 Apply a liberal amount of Liquid Glue to one part of the heart and start to build your pin.
(See picture below.)

6 If you would like a “sprig” of lace ribbon, cut about 1" with ends cut as on the right. Then
bunch or fold the ribbon and place it on the glue. Place a brad or button over it. While building
the pin, you may want to weight this down for a couple minutes until the glue starts to hold. (See
pictures above.)
7 Keep applying your accessories until your pin looks as you wish. Fill in with pearls.
8 Apply pin back with Liquid Glue or Crystal Effects. Or you could cut out a heart shape in a
magnetic sheet and make a refrigerator magnet.
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Please realize that pins get a lot more wear and tear than cards do. That is why I used an ample
amount of Liquid Glue.
The more glue you use, the longer the dry time will be.
If you are using punched hearts, use the Glimmer Paper, card stock or the Foil Sheets. DSP is
too fragile and will show wear.
When making the pin, texture will make your project more appealing. When making the card,
a flatter layout will mail better.
You could apply the ribbon to the back of the pin and then put another piece of chipboard to
finish the back, but I thought this would make it too heavy.
I would love to see a picture of what YOU make.
ann@stamperdog.com.

Please send me a picture at

Card Supplies
Item

#

Price

Chalk Talk (set of 6)

W-130631
C-130634

$

25.95
18.95

En Francais (set of 1)

W-128562
C-127790

17.95
13.95

Extra-Large Oval Punch

119859

16.95

Jumbo Sticky Rounds*

127852

4.95

Stampin’ Sponges (3)

101610

3.50

Old Olive Card Stock

100702

6.95

Very Vanilla Card Stock

101650

6.95

Crumb Cake Card Stock

120953

6.95

Crumb Cake Ink Pad

126975

5.95

Soft Suede Card Stock

115318

6.95

Soft Suede Ink Pad

126978

5.95

Stampin’ Dimensionals

104430

3.95

And all the items from the Pin and Rose list except for any an assortment of color
coordinated items or those optional items listed for the pin.

Card Stock Sizes
Old Olive:
Soft Suede:

5-1/2" x 8-1/2"
4" square

Crumb Cake: scrap
Very Vanilla: 3-3/4" square
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How to Make the Card
1. Fold the 5-1/2" x 8-1/2" Old Olive card stock in half to
5-1/2" x 4-1/4" for card base.

2. Attach 4" square Soft Suede to left side of Old Olive
folded card base. Set aside

3. Ink the En Francais stamp in Crumb Cake and stamp
onto 3-3/4" square Very Vanilla card stock. I like to
stamp these larger stamps upside down for a better
impression.

4. This is the best time to sponge the edges of your Very Vanilla card stock in Crumb Cake. If you
prefer a darker edge, then use Soft Suede. (I was actually decorating the heart when I
sponged. Much harder because the adhesive is exposed.)
And rather than adding this to the card AFTER you have all that texture and adhesive on it, I
would recommend adhering the stamped Very Vanilla to the card base NOW.
I’m just sayin’!

5. Using the 3rd smallest heart framelit from the Hearts
Collection Framelits, cut a heart out of the Jumbo Sticky
rounds. (I used a scrap piece of Sticky Sheets we used
to sell, but this size will just fit onto a Sticky Round
which is made of the same thing.)
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6. Remove the covering and place the sticky heart in the center of the stamped Very Vanilla
piece. (A piece of Grid Pad paper #102787 will help with the centering.)

7. Start placing your Metallic Rose and other embellishments. You may want to lay them out in
advance on a template that you’ve dye cut with the same Framelit out of a scratch piece of
paper or you can just go for it like I did.
8. Fill in the empty spaces with Basic Pearls and Large Pearls as desired.
OPTION: If you REALLY love glitz, after the pearls you could try dumping some Gold Glitter
(#132205) into all the exposed adhesive. I would NOT recommend this on the pin unless you
want glitter on your loved one’s shoulder. (

9. If you haven’t already adhered the stamped Very
Vanilla onto the layered card base like I advised in #4,
please do it now!
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10. Stamp the “I’m So Grateful There’s You” greeting from A Dozen Thoughts in Soft Suede onto
a scrap piece of Crumb Cake, punch out with the Extra Large Oval Punch. Adhere with a couple
Stampin’ Dimensionals.

11. Give and enjoy watching your favorite loved one’s face light up.
If you liked this project and would like more on a regular basis, apply for membership in our
Master Stamper program at www.masterstamper.com where we try to improve our stamping one
impression at a time.
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